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Along with the fast development and wide spread application of network and 
information technology, information technology is more and more important in 
taxation work.Through the internet, we use a browser declare dutiable goods online, 
and to provide a new way to declare to the taxpayers.That is important content of the 
tax authoriries to improve service quality and to develop the higher quality service.
 The online tax not only relieve the burden on taxpayers，but also reduce costs for 
the tax department. Sometimes, online tax improve efficiency and quality of tax 
collection and administration. 
This dissertation summarizes the declaration of LAT calculation methods based on 
understanding of the business tax,and all aspects of LAT declaration. According to 
analyze the need of LAT reporting business,it discusses the function of the electronic 
tax declaration system,and introducing this system is based on the Electron Tax 
System of  Local Taxation Bureau MIS V2.0, input information of taxpayers,then 
calcutate and determine the amount of tax, completes the design of the settlement of 
LAT declaration,returns with the combination of the current maturity of the 
B/S,ASP,XML,database and other technologies. This project includes user login,tax 
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